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FINANCIAL PRODUCTS
Impact
Return

Financial
Return

Spectrum

Philanthropy

(Social) Impact
Investing

Socially
Responsible
Investment (SRI)

Responsible
Investment

Traditional
Investment

Capital seeks to
create positive social
&/ or environmental
impact & does not
seek financial return

Investments that seek
measurable social &/or
environmental impact
alongside financial
returns

“Negative screening” to
exclude investments not
compliant with ESG

Investments that
acknowledge
Environmental, Social
and Governance (ESG)
factors

Investments that only
seek financial return

Notes
No clear definition of terms. In reality there are no neat boxes. It is a sliding scale
Data is problematic and self-identified.

Risk Transfer

Financial

Catastrophe Bonds /
CCRIF
Anticipatory / Rapid
Responses

Crowd funding
(Social) Impact
Investing / SRI & ESG
Investing
Zakat Financing /
Islamic Social Finance

Products

Impact Bonds
(Educate Girls)

Blended Finance
One WASH Sukuk

Partnerships
(Project Last Mile)

ANTICIPATORY /
RAPID RESPONSES
Forecast based Financing
German Red Cross/IFRC FBF/FBA
FAO’s Early Warning Early Action (EWEA) System
translates warnings into anticipatory actions to reduce
the impact of specific disaster events

World first as UK aid brings together experts
to predict where cholera will strike next
28 August 2018 / Department for International Development

Aid experts at the Department for International Development (DFID) have teamed up with the Met Office, NASA and US
scientists to use for the first time a world-leading approach to accurately predict where and when cholera will spread.
US scientists, working with NASA satellite data, have developed a model to predict where cholera is most at risk of
spreading with an impressive 92 per cent accuracy in Yemen
DFID is helping to prevent the deadly disease spreading any further by working with UNICEF to target the delivery of vital
support to areas predicted to be at greatest risk.

UN CERF Rapid Response Window
START Newtorks’ Fund Anticipation Window enables NGOs to
prepare when they see a crisis coming and respond early to
mitigate the predicted impacts. It is the first NGO funding
mechanism to be available for anticipatory interventions.

ICRC, World Bank join Microsoft, Amazon, and
Google in famine prevention initiative
The Stack, 23 September 2018

The Famine Action Mechanism (FAM) will react to early warning signs and
activate funding plans to areas at risk.
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INTERNATIONAL
ZAKAT FINANCING
• Malaysia to Kenya
• Forecast based financing elements
• Approx 1,200,000 people with livelihood strengthening
(farming) and water supply.
• Increased total land planted in Kitui county from 133,000
acres to 245,000 acres.
• A total of 20,000 metric tonnes of green grams, with total
value of USD 20 million harvested.
• Initial return of $500,000 reinvested

RISK TRANSFER
World Bank mulls famine ILS
https://www.intelligentinsurer.com/news 11-09-2018

The World Bank is working on a new form of insurance-linked
securities (ILS) that could transfer the risk of famine into the
capital markets, Michael Bennett, head of derivatives and
structured finance in the treasury department of the World Bank,
told delegates at Munich Re’s annual roundtable discussion in
Monte Carlo covering the ILS markets.

African Development Bank turns to
hedge fund to offset risk
by FT Kate Allen in London September 18, 2018

Pioneering deal comes as supranationals face pressure to
expand lending capacity
AfDB is paying a New York Hedge Fund to take on some of risk of
losses on its loans in a pioneering deal which illustrates the growing
financial sophistication of supranational institutions.
AfDB has bought insurance on £1bn portfolio of loans from a group of
investors led by Mariner Investment Group through a synthetic
securitisation in which the Hedge Fund does not acquire the assets
but will take on the risk of $152m of default risk in exchange for a
return in low double digits.

CATASTROPHE BONDS
World Bank issues record $1.4bn
catastrophe bond

The World Bank bonds provide cover for three years
to Colombia, Chile and Peru, and two years to
Mexico and triggered by earthquakes, as measured
by the US Geological Survey.

•

Instrument that transfers risk from one party to
another.

•

Catastrophe bonds allow investors to directly
back insurance risks and are usually sold by
insurance and reinsurance companies, who use
them as a way of mitigating their exposure risk.

•

Investors take on the risks of a specified
catastrophe or event occurring in return for
interest (c.7%).

•

A record $11b of cat bonds were issued in 2017
across 45 transactions

•

By Sept 2018 - Global catastrophe bond market
size climbs to a record $30bn (Source: Aon Securities)

EDUCATE GIRLS DEVELOPMENT
IMPACT BOND
STRUCTURE
• Outcome: Increasing girls’ school enrollment and achievement
in Rajasthan, India
Investor: UBS Optimus
Foundation (US$270,000 upfront)
• Service Provider: Educate Girls (Indian NGO) identified and
encouraged enrollment for out-of-school girls
• Outcome funder: Children’s Investment Fund Foundation
(CIFF), will repay UBS their
principal + 15%

South Africa’s first-ever ECD social impact bond
BizNews, 1 October 2018
https://www.biznews.com/sponsored/2018/10/01/futuregrowth-ecd-social-impact-bond

BLENDED FINANCE

Blended finance is
multiple tiers of
capital layers

Example Capital layer

Expected / illustrative return

Philanthropic Giving

Principal <-> Nil

Government Funding

Nil

Concessionary Loan

Principal + <3%

Private Capital

Principal + >5%

ONE WASH SDG SUKUK
Gavi Bonds / International Finance Facility for Immunisation (IFFIm), uses long- term donor
pledges to issue vaccine bonds on the capital markets. IFFIm has thus been able to raise US$ 5.7
billion from investors, helping Gavi shift predictable donor funding through time, doubled
spending on immunisation programmes since it was launched in 2006
•

One WASH is the IFRC’s operational contribution to the GTFCC
Roadmap focusing upon an integrated WASH and Public Health
approach targeting cholera high risk countries and cholera
hotspots.

•

[One WASH] Fund & Sukuk are alternatives to traditional grant
financing and seeks to raise blended financing in an shariah
complaint (Islamic) format.

•

The Fund shall be capitalized with donor’s commitments, and
will seek to use commercial finance from the international
capital markets to significantly (3-5x) increase program size.

PARTNERSHIPS – PROJECT
LAST MILE
Project Last Mile Initiative Continues to
Expand in Africa

•

•

•

Launched in 2010, Project Last Mile is a collaboration
among The Coca-Cola Company, The Coca-Cola Africa
Foundation, The Global Fund, USAID and The Bill &
Melinda Gates Foundation.
Applies the Coca-Cola system’s logistic, supply chain
and marketing expertise to help strengthen health
systems across Africa.
In 2014 the partners committed to investing more than
$21 million USD and significant in-kind resources to
implement Project Last Mile to reach a total of 10
African countries by 2020.

